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NYC Outward Bound Schools
NYC Outward Bound Schools' mission is to achieve positive 
and lasting change in the lives of New York City's young 
people and their public schools.

Outward Bound + EL 

● 11 Network Schools in NYC
● Service Packages
● Adventure & Team Building Programs
● To & Through College Program



NYC Outward Bound Schools
To & Through College
To College

● Counselor Supports - monthly meetings and direct support at schools
● Best Fit Colleges - data, reflections of practice, etc.
● Student Programming - admissions days, scholarship prep, College March, etc.
● College Coaching - year-long near peer support, fall matriculation

Through College

● College Crew, Meetup Day and Text-to-Success Campaign



College Crew

Who We Recruit: Graduating seniors (June or August) intending to enroll in associate’s 
degree programs at CUNY from across our network high schools

Content: Focus on persistence intention and building the crew support system

Impact: 90%+ Attendance, 92% of students requiring remediation passed out within 
their first year, 95% of our students who completed a full year of crew persisted into 
their second year of college (one student joined a trade program)



College Crew In Action



Text-To-Success Campaign

Background & Approach: We took our collective knowledge combined with the research to create 
a year-long script for each group of students (seniors, 1st year in college and 2nd/3rd year 
students). Unique to NYC Outward Bound Schools at the time was our proposal to begin the text 
messages while students were still enrolled in high school.

Platform Used: SignalVine is used to reach our alumni through their third year of college. 2,235 
current alumni are being nudged in SignalVine. We approximate an additional 600 current seniors 
to be added this month.



Text-to-Success Categories

★ Introductions
○ Hi NAME, it's NAME, NYC Outward Bound Alumni Manager! I'll send you texts w/ important college info. Save 

the # so you know it's me. Text STOP to opt out.
★ Birthday 

○ Hey NAME! It's NAME from NYC Outward Bound Schools. I hope you have an AMAZING birthday!
★ Holiday 

○ Hi NAME! Happy New Year from NYC Outward Bound! Don't forget to submit your FAFSA if you haven't already!
★ Financial Aid 

○ Last reminder to fill out FAFSA! If you're in NY don't forget to fill out TAP too. FAFSA done? Reply "yes" or "no"
★ College Tips

○ Hi NAME! Are you visiting your professor's office hours? Text 'Y' if you've visited. Text 'N' if you haven't yet.
★ High School 

○ NAME, graduation is just around the corner! What is your favorite SCHOOL memory?
★ Yes/No Texts

○ Hi NAME! NAME here from NYC Outward Bound. Have you registered for fall classes at your CUNY? Reply 'y' if 
you have and 'n' if you haven't.



Text Example #1

Many of our texts focus on the

financial aid category. Here is an

example of a common question

students have. 



Text Example #2

Follow up is important.

While most texts end

quickly, some students

let you know they have

unanswered questions.

It is important to check in.



Text Example #3

NYC Outward Bound Schools believes it 

is important to ensure our community

is an inclusive one. We share factual and 

relevant information for our students as

it pertains to their education.



Text-To-Success Evaluation 

1. Will our early texting work with high school seniors have an impact on their 

texting engagement once in college?

2. Did the texting intervention increase freshman retention?

3. Do students’ response rates correlate to their enrollment?

4. What kinds of texts receive higher response rates? 



Evaluation Findings
● NYC Outward Bound Schools sent 28,840 initial text messages to a total of 1,844 students 

and alumni who attended or graduated from 8 schools in the first year.
● Students who engage in the texting program (texting back at least once) are more likely to 

enroll in AND persist through college than those who do not
● Responding to college tips texts has a larger impact on student enrollment than any other 

texts (positively and significantly related)
● 56% of students responded to any text message
● Saturday is the best day to send texts



Learning from Texting

● Language Matters.
○ For example, if a text suggests to students to seek tutoring, often students will respond back with 

questions of where might they be able to. Students often confuse the sender with the content of 
the text. If I, as an advisor, suggest to seek tutoring I have to be careful of how I word it so it 
doesn’t imply I can coordinate their actual tutoring time.

● Personalize!
○ How can we adjust the texts to feel more personal? We are starting to look at institutional 

characteristics (are students at a private college upstate or a local community college)?

● Add More College Tips
○ Tutoring, professor’s hours, studying and time management



Learning from Texting Continued…

● We are tying our nudges into our schools’ work. 
○ What made being a NYC Outward Bound Schools’ student special? So many ways-we need to 

remind students to utilize the skills they gained (emotional and academic) in college. 

● We are changing the times we send texts.
○ We send nudges only in the early afternoon or on a weekend now. (Saturdays are ideal, but if you 

can’t carve out work time to respond on a Saturday then only send nudges that students can wait 
for a reply on)

● Bandwidth and Purpose.
○ What are we seeking our students’ to gain from not only participating as a whole, but from each 

individual text? Do we have the staff to address what might come of the messages being sent?



Thank you 
Special thanks to Melissa Herman of GraduateNYC, Ryan Yeung of Hunter College and 
Phuong Nguyen-Hoang of the University of Iowa.


